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Figure 1: Regulation 14 drop-in consultation event for the Shipley Parish Neighbourhood Plan
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Introduction and overview
This document
1.1  

This Consultation Statement has been produced to accompany the Shipley Parish
Neighbourhood Plan. It sets out the process of consultation that has been
undertaken in preparing the Neighbourhood Plan and how this has informed the
submission version of the Plan.

Consultation exercises
1.2  

This section provides an overview of the consultation process undertaken for the
Neighbourhood Plan, which is expanded upon in the supporting material (see below).
•   An information evening was held at the outset of the plan-making process to
introduce and explain neighbourhood planning, why a Plan should be prepared
for Shipley Parish, what it might cover, and how local residents could get involved
to help develop the Plan.
•   A community survey was undertaken across June and July 2017, sent to all
households in the Parish. This sought to understand the key issues and concerns
of the local community to help inform the focus of the Plan and potential policy
areas. A high response rate was received, with analysis of responses identifying
the following areas for consideration in the Neighbourhood Plan, and which
helped inform the Vision and Objectives for the Plan:
§   The Neighbourhood Plan should include policies that direct growth to
previously developed land within the existing settlement boundaries, more
specifically on brownfield sites within the built-up area and filling in gaps
between existing houses. This is reflected in Objective 01 of the Plan, Policy
Ship HD1 and CO2.
§   The Neighbourhood Plan should include policies that promote a mix of
housing with an emphasis on affordable homes, catering for families and
smaller households, balancing housing needs with the rural character.
This is reflected in Objective 01 of the Plan and Policy Ship HD2.
§   Traffic calming measures are a main priority and should go hand-in-hand
with improved public transport provision, allowing for safe, active, nonmotorised mobility that provides access to local facilities. The Plan could
include policies associated with new development as well as a set of
identified projects where monies payable through the Community
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Infrastructure Levy might be directed towards. This is reflected in
Objective 03 of the Plan and Policy Ship TT1 (as well as supporting projects).
§

Communication infrastructure is important for the local population and
critical for local businesses. In order to encourage and support the local
economy, suitable phone reception and high-speed broadband need to be
implemented. This is reflected in Objective 04 of the Plan and Policies Ship
CO1 – CO4 (as well as supporting projects).

§

The Plan should include policies that seek to preserve the rural character
of the area. This is reflected in Objective 02 of the Plan and Policy Ship
HD3, EC1, CO2 and CO3.

•

Alongside the survey outlined above consultation exercises were also undertaken
with local school pupils.

•

Two community drop-in events were then held in November 2017 at the Coolham
Village Hall and Andrew Hall in Shipley. This provided an overview of progress to
date, reported back on the findings of the survey, and to seek feedback on the
vision and objectives for the Plan, as well as providing an opportunity for further
feedback and ideas for incorporation in the Plan. Attendees confirmed they were
happy with the Vision and Objectives.

•

Based upon the above a draft version of the Plan was prepared for review by the
Steering Group and shared with Horsham District Council for the purposes of a
‘health-check’. Comments were received from the District Council in March 2019
and incorporated into a revised version of the Plan prior to Screening for both SEA
and HRA purposes and consultation on these, by the District Council, with the
Environment Agency, Historic England and Natural England.

•

Following this process the Plan was subject to the formal Regulation 14 process.
This ran for a duration of eight weeks. This took the form of a series of drop-in
events and questionnaire. Statutory consultees were also contacted (with their
details being provided by Horsham District Council).

1.3  

Alongside the events outlined above, the Parish Council established a neighbourhood
planning page on its website, which is kept up-to-date with information and
documents, and the Steering Group has met on a regular basis since the area was
designated for plan-making purposes. Minutes of all meetings are available via the
Parish website. Other means of communication for sharing information on the
Neighbourhood Plan have included use of the parish noticeboards, annual parish
meetings and news bulletins via the parish magazine.

1.4  

It should also be noted that although undertaken before production of the
Neighbourhood Plan, the Shipley Parish Design Statement, which forms evidence to
the Plan and policies within it, was subject to public consultation and drew upon the
6
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earlier Parish plan which reflected the wish of parishioners to ‘maintain the rural
nature of the Parish’.
1.5  

Consideration has been given to all comments and responses made in the
preparation of the Neighbourhood Plan. In particular, the responses to surveys in
the early stages of the plan-making process were used to shape the vision and
objectives for the Plan. The consultation responses to the Regulation 14 version of
the Neighbourhood Plan also show support for the policies, which are all linked back
to the earlier comments.

Supporting material
1.6  

This Consultation Statement includes, in the appendices, material associated with the
consultation process. This comprises:
•   Appendix A: A poster inviting residents to a Neighbourhood Planning information
and recruitment event, as well as the material presented at that event.
•   Appendix B: Summary write-up of the school survey and wider survey with
residents.
•   Appendix C: A poster inviting residents to community drop-in events in November
2017, and a summary report of these.
•   Appendix D: Regulation 14 consultation summary report.
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Figure 2: Regulation 14 drop-in consultation event for the Shipley Parish Neighbourhood Plan
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Appendix A: Recruitment
and information events
This appendix includes:
•   Poster advertising the information and recruitment event
•   Presentation made at the event.
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Neighbourhood
Planning
Information
Evening

Coolham Village
Hall
11th January 2016
7:30pm
xxx

xxx

Development Is Coming!

THE FUTURE OF
SHIPLEY PARISH IS IN
YOUR HANDS
Neighbourhood Planning Committee
Recruitment Event
Shipley Parish Council needs local volunteers to join a steering group
to develop a statutory planning document – The Neighbourhood
Plan. This document will give the local community a greater say in
the future of development and planning in the parish. It is an
opportunity for YOU to protect the rural beauty of the parish for future
generations and shape the infrastructure and design of any
development plans.
Please join us on 11th January to find out how you can help.

Have Your Say
In Shipley’s
Future
We look forward to
meeting you
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT
Fiona McNeile
Clerk To Shipley Parish
Council
shipleyparishclerk@gmail.com

07481 803124

THE$FUTURE$OF$SHIPLEY$PARISH$LIES$IN$YOUR$HANDS
NEIGHBOURHOOD+PLANNING+PRESENTATION
11TH JANUARY+2016

OBJECTIVES*OF*THIS*EVENT
▪ Recruitment of a ‘Community’ team to design and administer Shipley Parish’s
Neighbourhood Plan which will be supported and ultimately overseen by Shipley
Parish Council
▪ To inform residents of planning and development changes
▪ To listen to concerns
▪ To build relationships with the community

SHIPLEYCPARISHCCOUNCIL

WHAT%IS%A%NEIGHBOURHOOD%PLAN?
▪ A Neighbourhood Plan is a community led framework for guiding the future
development and growth of an area
▪ The Localism Act 2011 introduced the concept of Neighbourhood Plans
▪ Simply put, the plan will be used to decide the future of places where you live and
work giving opportunities to
1.

Choose where you want new homes, shops and offices to be built

2.

Have your say on what new buildings should look like

SHIPLEYGPARISHGCOUNCIL

SOME%DETAILS....WHAT%THE%PLAN%CAN%DO
▪ It may contain a vision, aims, planning policies, proposals for improving the area
or providing new facilities or allocation of key sites for specific kinds of
development
▪ The plan will relate to the use and development of land and associated social,
economic and environmental issues
▪ It will in general conform with the strategic policies of the adopted Local Plan –
Horsham District Planning Framework (HDPF)
▪ Once a Neighbourhood Plan is ‘made’ (brought into legal force by the local
planning authority) it will be used to determine planning applications and guide
planning decisions in the neighbourhood area
▪ With a Neighbourhood Plan, Shipley Parish will collect 25% of the Community
Infrastructure Levy (CIL) and have a say in how it is spent, without a plan the CIL
drops to 15%
SHIPLEYOPARISHOCOUNCIL

SOME%DETAILS…..WHAT%THE%PLAN%CANNOT%DO
▪ It cannot stop development
▪ It cannot propose policies or allocations contrary to the local planning authorities
strategic policies or national policies
▪ It cannot propose less development than that identified in the HDPF. The HDPF
identifies 1500 homes to be delivered through the plan period (6 years) but does
not specify how many in each parish

SHIPLEYGPARISHGCOUNCIL

WHAT’S'THE'PROCESS'INVOLVED?
▪ Define and designate the Neighbourhood Area
▪ Build the evidence base
▪ Community Engagement
▪ Write the Plan
▪ Pre=submission consultation
▪ Submit the Plan to the Local Planning Authority
▪ Public Examination
▪ Modifications
▪ Referendum
SHIPLEY(PARISH(COUNCIL

WHAT%DOES%IT%MEAN%TO%THE%COMMUNITY%TEAM?
▪ Each plan takes approximately 2 years to complete
▪ Volunteers would need to meet regularly (monthly) and establish functions within
group
▪ Time will be needed to gather evidence, consult with the community and write the
plan
▪ Regular liaison with Shipley Parish Council and Horsham District Council
▪ Fund raising F plan costs vary on complexity but can cost up to £20,000. Many
parishes use consultancies to advise and guide through the process. Funding will
need to gained through HDC, Central Government, Parish Council Precept and
other grant sources.

SHIPLEYOPARISHOCOUNCIL

A"BRIEF"HISTORY"OF"NEIGHBOURHOOD"PLANS"IN"
HORSHAM"DISTRICT
▪ Currently)21)Parishes)out)of)32)in)Horsham)District)have)Designated)Areas)to)be)
contained)within)Neighbourhood)Plans.))Shipley)Parish)is)within)the)21.))This)is)the)
first)stage)of)the)process.
▪ 2)clusters)of)parishes)are)working)together)on)Neighbourhood)Plans;
Cluster)1:)Storrington,)Sullington &)Washington
Cluster)2:)Steyning,)Ashurst,)Bramber)&)Wiston

▪ 1)Designated)Forum)– Horsham)Blueprint)covering)Trafalgar,)Forest)and)Denne;)
Designated)Business)Area

SHIPLEY)PARISH)COUNCIL

▪ Nuthurst:(Examination)complete)and)first)parish)to)have)
Neighbourhood)Plan)in)place.
▪ Henfield:)Examiners)Report)received.
▪ Storrington,(Sullington &(Washington:(Consultation)on)Revised)
Pre)Submission)complete.
▪ Thakeham:)Consultation)on)Pre)Submission)complete.
▪ Pulborough:)Currently)consulting)on)Pre)Submission.

LOCAL%FRONT%
RUNNERS
Horsham)District)Progress)

SHIPLEY)PARISH)COUNCIL

THE$W.I.I.F.M QUESTION….$ASK$YOURSELF….
▪ Do#you#live#in#Shipley,#Coolham,#Brooks#Green,#Dragons#Green?
▪ Are#you#aware#of#the#‘erosion’#of#the#borders#of#the#parish#to#development?
▪ Do#you#want#a#say#on#where#houses#are#built#in#Shipley#Parish?##(Development#in#Shipley,#
Coolham,#Brooks#Green#or#Dragons#Green#affects#everyone#in#Shipley#Parish.)
▪ Do#you#want#a#say#on#the#style#of#homes#built?
▪ Do#you#want#the#Parish#to#receive#full#benefits#from#any#potential#development?
▪ Do#you#want#to#protect#the#rural#uniqueness#of#the#parish#as#much#as#possible?
▪ Do#you#worry#about#supporting#infrastructures#in#the#parish…roads,#schools,#paths?
▪ Do#you#worry#about#the#environmental#impact#of#development#within#the#parish?
▪ Would#you#like#more#amenities#in#the#parish#in#the#future?

SHIPLEY#PARISH#COUNCIL

THEN%BE%PART%OF%THE%PLAN

THANK&YOU…
▪ For$taking$the$time$to$listen
▪ For$showing$interest$in$your$local$community
▪ AND$hopefully$for$volunteering$to$help$with$the$Shipley$Parish$Neighbourhood$Plan

SHIPLEY$PARISH$COUNCIL
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Appendix B: Surveys
This appendix includes:
•   Summary report of surveys undertaken with school pupils.
•   Summary report of survey sent to all households.
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SHIPLEY PARISH NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
SCHOOLS SURVEY RESULTS SUMMARY
Author:

Nicky Wiltshire – Chair, Shipley Parish NHP Steering Committee

Date:

6th September 2017

As part of a community consultation exercise undertaken by the Shipley Parish Neighbourhood
Steering Committee, 200 surveys were issued to school children attending William Penn Primary
School and Shipley CofE Primary School during June / July 2017.
Headlines:
•

Of the 200 surveys issued, 82 responses received (41% return rate)
➢ Response breakdown:
William Penn Primary School
Total responses = 18
Pupil responses = 17
Teacher responses =1
Shipley CofE Primary School
Total responses = 64
Pupil responses = 62
Teacher responses = 2

•

Of those surveyed, 18 lived within the Parish (22%), with 64 stating that they travelled to
school from outside the Parish (78%). Common external areas included:
Washington
Christ’s Hospital
Cowfold
West Chiltington
Thakeham
Horsham
Dial Post
Southwater
Ashington
Billingshurst
Wiston
Barns Green
Pulborough
Maplehurst

•

Of those surveyed, 73 travelled to school by car (89%), 8 by school bus (10%) and 1
walked (1%). All of those who stated they travelled by School Bus lived in Dial Post.

Key Themes:
• Positive comments related to the small friendly environment of the schools
• The countryside and rural nature of the school settings was also highlighted regularly

Key issues (in relation to Neighbourhood Plan):
• Lack of available and appropriate parking for parents and teachers
• Road safety – speed of cars was highlighted with speed cameras, speed restrictions and
traffic calming suggested.

Verbatim Comments
What do you like best about being at school here?
• I like having kind teachers and friends
• I like playing with my friends
• That you get to meet lots of new friends
• I like playing and seeing my friends
• Playing with my friends at snack time and using the cool whiteboards
• Doing maths
• Learning
• D.T. because we get to make things
• Our field is brilliant. We get to see sheep
• Because it’s a quaker school
• Friends & playing football
• The friendly atmosphere amongst the staff and children
• I like that I can see sheep from the field
• Play time, maths and learning with my friends
• It is a quaker school
• It is a caring school
• Open countryside, sheep and fresh air
• Nice school. Nice teachers
• Learning new things and my friends
• Forest school
• Being with my friends also doing maths
• Having friends and being part of this school
• The best bits of Shipley is learning new things and progressing my learning.
Also having a wonderful countryside
• The best thing is being in the countryside and having a field
• I like the fact that it is such a friendly, little school and everyone is happy and
kind
• Making new friends and meeting new people. I like being able to go to
different classes to work
• I like all my friends and teachers and the peace garden
• I like the 2 play times
• Good school community
• I like my friends the most
• All the teachers care for you and make everything fair
• I like the football pitch
• Playing with friends
• It’s a small school
• There are lots of nice things and it’s a small school
• So I can see all my friends every day
• That we do art lessons and the playground is fun to play in
• I like PE
• PE and Art
• I like seeing my friends
• Wide range of lessons and activities
• Toys to play with
• I get to play football and play with my friends

William
Penn

Shipley
CoE

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I like playing with new things
Being on school council
I like our lovely Super Sentence and lovely learning and writing and numbers
Bikes and wheels club
Playing with all the things
Playing with my friends
I really like writing
Doing assembly because we get to clap and do songs
Playing with all our things and I really like the windmill
My best thing about my school is that it is peaceful and I concentrate better
That we are most competitive school, no hard feelings and most sportsmanship
That everyone knows everyone and the nature around the school
The nature and surroundings, friends and teachers, care and friendship, flowers
and greenery
The lovely fields that I can see from my window
No bullies
All my friends
Rural setting / Victorian building / wonderful school family
The teachers are kind and the people are kind here
I like that Shipley is a small school, I also love that the teachers and kind and
funny
The best bits that we are very close to nature which interests me in stuff I
would like to do also that we have a lot of things to do around because of the
environment
Friends, fields and staff
The kind teachers
The plays, art and friends
I like having all the fields where we can play our sport in
The field and lunch

How could things be better in the future?
• Could have heating in the floor for cold days
• Bigger playground and for stuff to play with
• Pupils listen more
• Road safety outside school and better parking
• More school trips, paintings and artwork
• Make new friends
• Have sweets
• P.E. could be better with more indoor space.
• Traffic and road congestion. Parking and safety getting to school
• Cars go past our school too fast so can we have a speed camera
• We could have swimming lessons
• Perhaps more car parking if that’s possible
• I would like it to be easier for my daddy to park the car
• Having a longer play time
• A bigger school hall
• Road needs to be safer, cars are too fast
• Reduce the cars in the road
• Speed humps near the school

William
Penn

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New teachers and new friends
Hopefully not being picked on
Our school having more pupils
More exciting clubs
Things could be better in the future by respecting all the wonderful things we
have
More events that are on the weekends
It might be better if we could go and explore the village more (go to the
windmill etc.)
By being able to have even more friends and meet even more people to work
with
If everyone helps a little Shipley should be amazing
More play times
For my teacher to come back
A sled
No more bullys
No more unkindness or bullying or roughness
We could have a bigger classroom
Being able to eat with whoever we want
A singing teacher
Something to make boys not talk
We need new bikes and bigger bikes for bigger people
We could have more sparkly decorations in our classroom
We could get a big bit of paper and make a whole school picture
Ice-creams
More bikes
If everyone was kind
Have the chickens again
Keep doing lots of Super Sentences, cutting and drawing
Bigger bikes
Things could be better if I could stay at Shipley
I think we could try to win more not that its bad though
A bit more care for the nature (litter picking)
More litter picking around the parish, more care for the surroundings, like
plants and flowers
Playing kindly
Better parking for my mum
Swimming pool
30mph past the school
To play water games
Run a community fair that people can come to on the weekend
I think in the future we should add more equipment in our trim trail and I want
to go back to choosing where I sit for lunch every day, not just on Friday.
Maybe using the land and use as much as we can
Having more assignments, more staff
Bigger schools
More school plays could help the school get known better and help build
confidence
Probably more safety

Shipley
CofE

Shipley Parish
Neighbourhood Plan
Analysis of community
survey responses
August 14, 2017
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Shipley Neighbourhood Plan – Community Survey

1 Introduction
1.1

Shipley Parish Council undertook a consultation exercise between 19th June to 11th July
2017 as part of the neighbourhood planning process to understand the key issues and
concerns of the local community, to inform the focus of the plan and potential policy
areas. Questions were asked in regard to the following topics:

1.2

•

Population profile of the household (gender, age, household)

•

Property types and tenure

•

Local facilities

•

Employment

•

New development

•

Mobility

•

Local businesses

•

Environment

In total, responses were received from 232 households, referring to a total of 528
people, as follows:
•

Shipley: responses from 82 households, of which there were 198 people in
these households, equating to an average household size of 2.4 people per
household),

•

Coolham: responses from 55 households (133 people equating to an average
household size of 2.4),

•

Brooks Green: responses from 49 household (100 people in total and an
average household size of 2.04),

•

Dragons Green: responses from 20 households (37 people in total and an
average household size of 1.85),

•

Other: responses from 26 households (60 people in total and an average
household size of 2.31).
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1.3

The responses are detailed in the following sections of this report, broken down by
place of response. This is then followed by a summary which includes key information
and suggestions to help inform locally-specific policies for the Neighbourhood Plan.
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2 Shipley
People
2.1

Responses were received from 82 households in Shipley, accounting for 198 people (87
males and 111 females). Almost half of all of the responses were from people in the
70+ or 56-70 age groups.

Housing
2.2

The large majority of the respondents live in detached houses (41 responses) and
21 people live in semi-detached houses. 62 respondents identified themselves as
owner-occupiers, with 19 living in privately rented accommodation.

Schools
2.3

When asked about schools, those households responding to the questionnaire with
school age children noted that they travelled to school outside of the area.

Facilities
2.4

Of the facilities listed on the questionnaire, most respondents said that they use the
three pubs (77) and Buck Barn Garage/Co-Op Shop (56). Other notable facilities are
Andrew Hall (42), Gas/Oil (26) and Powells (21).

Employment
2.5

Most people who responded to the survey said that they don’t work or if they are in
employment, that they do not work in the Parish. Those in employment said they
worked in places such as London and Horsham. However, 21 respondents noted that
they work from home.

Mobility issues
2.6

Concern was expressed in terms of:
o

Road safety (62% of respondents identified this as an issue)

o

High traffic speed along the A272
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o
2.7

Congestion and traffic around schools

In terms of solutions, most of the respondents suggested a need for traffic
calming and speed reduction measures, introducing better signage, cutting hedges
and street repairs.

2.8

90% of respondents said that they never use public transport as it is considered
unsuitable for local needs, especially in terms of availability, times, destinations and
affordability.

Development
2.9

Almost half of the respondents (40) agree that an approximate target of 96
households in the next 15 years is the right level of development for the Parish,
32 respondents think there should be less development, and only 9 think more than
96 households should be built.

2.10

If new housing development is to take place, respondents suggested a need for
family homes for owner occupation (44) and low cost housing (40). There is a lower
support for Properties suitable for the elderly (21), Housing Association for rent/shared
ownership (19) and Rental properties under private ownership (10).

2.11

The large majority of respondents consider the new dwellings should be built on
brownfield sites (56), 36 prefer within current built up areas and 25 prefer conversion
of agricultural properties.

2.12

96% of respondents consider that their current property is suitable for all those who
currently live there.

Local businesses
2.13

25.6% of respondents have a business in the parish and working mostly from home.
Around 40% of these respondents expressed an intent to grow and expand their
business in the future. The size of these businesses varies, both in terms of premises
and staff employed. Most staff travel to work by car.

2.14

80% of respondents reported that they have an inadequate broadband speed
and over 90% have issues with the phone reception.

Shipley Neighbourhood Plan – Community Survey

Local environment
2.15

Over 85% of the respondents consider than the rural nature of the parish is very
important. The respondents like the peaceful rural character of the area and the
local community.

2.16

70% of the respondents are satisfied with the Public and Green Spaces in Shipley
Parish.

2.17

The respondents expressed a desire for more places to socialise and a new village shop.
It was also suggested that the Windmill should be reopened for public access and there
should be more playgrounds/green spaces provided in the area.

Other issues
2.18

There is a concern regarding littering and traffic issues around McDonalds.
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3 Coolham
People
3.1

Responses were received from 55 households in Coolham, accounting for 133 people
(49 males and 84 females). Almost half of all of the responses were from people
aged between 41-55 and 56-70 years old and over a third from people under 25 years
old.

Housing
3.2

The large majority of the respondents live in detached houses (28 responses) and
18 people live in semi-detached houses. 36 respondents identified themselves as
owner-occupiers with only four living in privately rented accommodation.

Schools
3.3

When asked about schools, those households responding to the questionnaire with
school age children noted that they travelled to William Penn (7) and The Weald (5).

Facilities
3.4

Of the facilities listed on the questionnaire, most respondents said that they use
the three pubs (45) and Buck Barn Garage/Co-Op Shop (38). Other notable facilities
are Powells (20) and Coolham Garage (19), Village Hall (23) and Recreation Ground (20)
and Gas/Oil (15).

Employment
3.5

Most people who responded to the survey, said that they don’t work or if they are in
employment, they do not work in the Parish. Main commuting destinations include
London and Horsham. 11 respondents noted that they work from home.

Mobility issues
3.6

Concern was expressed in terms of:
•

Road safety (over 75% of respondents identified this as an issue)

Shipley Neighbourhood Plan – Community Survey

3.7

•

High speed along A272

•

Low visibility caused by overgrown verges and hedges

•

Lack of crossings

•

Some school access issues.

In terms of solutions, most of the respondents suggested a need for traffic calming and
speed reduction measures, introducing better signage, cutting hedges and street
repairs.

3.8

Public transport is considered unsuitable for local needs, especially in terms of times,
destinations, affordability (23 responses). Respondents who take the public transport
(which is rarely), use it for shopping, work or school.

Development
3.9

Over half of the respondents (28) agree that an approximate target of 96
households in the next 15 years is the right level of development for the Parish,
12 respondents think there should be more development and 11 think less than 96
households should be built.

3.10

If new housing development is to take place, respondents suggested a new for
family homes for owner occupation and low cost (35 each), Housing Association for
rent/or shared ownership (15) and properties suitable for the elderly (14). There is a
low support (6 votes each) for Rental properties under private ownership and Commercial.

3.11

A large majority of respondents consider the new dwellings should be built on
brownfield sites (41), and almost half prefer within current built up areas (25) and filling
in gaps between existing homes (22).

3.12

Almost 80% of respondents consider that their current property is suitable for all those
who currently live there. Where there are issues (6), they are caused by the small size
of the unit in relation with the family size (usually young couples have this issue).

Local businesses
3.13

25% of respondents have a business in the parish are working from home. Only five
respondents expressed an intent to grow and expand their business in the future. The
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size of these businesses varies, both in terms of premises and staff employed. Most
staff travel to work by car.
3.14

50% of respondents reported that they have an inadequate broadband speed
and 85% have issues with the phone reception.

Local environment
3.15

Over 75% of the respondents consider than the rural nature of the parish is very
important and the rest of them consider it important. The respondents like the
peaceful character of the area and the local community.

3.16

70% of the respondents are satisfied with the Public and Green Spaces in Shipley
Parish.

3.17

The respondents expressed a desire for a village shop supporting local produce
providers, more playgrounds and community activities and better maintained
footpaths and bridleways.
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4 Brooks Green
People
4.1

Responses were received from 49 households in Brooks Green, accounting for 100
people (45 males and 55 females). Almost 70% of all respondents were over 56
years old.

Housing
4.2

47% of respondents live in detached houses, 35% in mobile homes and 8% in semidetached houses. Most of the respondents identified themselves as owner-occupiers,
with only three living in privately rented accommodation.

Facilities
4.3

Of the facilities listed on the questionnaire, most respondents said that they use
the three pubs (48) and Buck Barn Garage/Co-Op Shop (41). Other notable facilities
are Gas/Oil (15) and Coolham Village Hall (13).

Employment
4.4

Most people who responded to the survey, said that they don’t work or if they are in
employment, they do not work in the Parish. Only six respondents noted that they work
from home.

Mobility issues
4.5

4.6

Concern was expressed in terms of:
•

Road safety (65% of respondents identified this as an issue)

•

High speed along A272

•

Low visibility caused by overgrown verges and hedges

•

Potholes

In terms of solutions, most of the respondents suggested a need for traffic calming and
street repairs.
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4.7

Most of the respondents said that public transport is unsuitable for local needs,
especially in terms of times, destinations, affordability. Respondents who take the
public transport (rarely: 11, often: 7), use it for shopping, work or school.

Development
4.8

60% agree with that an approximate target of 96 households in the next 15 years
is the right level of development for the Parish, 10 think there should be less
development and 7 thinks more than 96 households should be built.

4.9

If new housing development is to take place, respondents suggested a need for
low cost small homes (33), followed by family homes (27) and properties suitable for
elderly (20).

4.10

The large majority of respondents consider the new dwellings should be built on
brownfield sites (48), 27 prefer within current built up areas, 17 prefer conversion of
agricultural properties and 15 prefer conversion of agricultural properties.

4.11

Almost 90% of respondents consider that their current property is suitable for all those
who currently live there. If there are issues, they are related to unsuitable properties
for health/mobility needs (3), too big or costly (2 each).

Local businesses
4.12

Only 9 respondents have a business in the parish and are working mostly from home.
Only three respondents expressed an intent to grow and expand their business in the
future. The size of these businesses varies, both in terms of premises and staff
employed. Most staff travel to work by car, some are using the bike or walk.

4.13

Almost all respondents reported that they have an inadequate broadband speed
and all have issues with the phone reception.

Local environment
4.14

Almost all respondents consider than the rural nature of the parish is very
important. The respondents like the peaceful rural character of the area.
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4.15

67% of the respondents are satisfied with the Public and Green Spaces in Shipley
Parish and the rest are neither satisfied nor dissatisfied.

4.16

The respondents expressed a desire for more public spaces and a pond.

Other issues
4.17

Some respondents consider there are too many mobile homes in the area.
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5 Dragons Green
People
5.1

Responses were received from 20 households in Dragons Green, accounting for 37
people (15 males and 22 females). Over half of all respondents are over 56 years
old, nine people are between 41-55 and only eight are under 40.

Housing
5.2

The large majority of the respondents live in detached houses (12 responses) and
five people live in semi-detached houses. Eight respondents identified themselves as
owner-occupiers, with three living in houses part of Housing Association and only two
living in privately rented accommodation.

Facilities
5.3

Of the facilities listed on the questionnaire, most respondents said they use the
three pubs (12) and Buck Barn Garage/Co-Op Shop (12). Other notable facilities are
Gas/Oil (6), Coolham Village Hall (3), Andrew Hall (3) and Powells (3).

Employment
5.4

Most people who responded to the survey, said that they don’t work or if they are in
employment, they are not working in the parish, but instead commute to work in places
such as London, Shoreham and Horsham. However, 5 respondents noted that they
work from home.

Mobility issues
5.5

Concern was expressed in terms of:
•

Road safety (50% of respondents identified this as an issue)

•

High speed along A272

•

Low visibility caused by overgrown verges and hedges

•

Lack of crossing and adequate footpaths

•

Inadequate parking
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5.6

In terms of solutions, some respondents suggested a need for traffic calming, speed
reduction measures, better segregation of uses, introducing footpaths along main road,
repairs on potholes and cutting the grass.

5.7

All respondents said that they never use public transport as it is not available in the
area.

Development
5.8

Over half of the respondents (9) agree that an approximate target of 96
households in the next 15 years is the right level of development for the Parish,
five respondents think there should be less development, and only two respondents
think more than 96 households should be built.

5.9

If new housing development is to take place, respondents suggested a need for
family homes for owner occupation and low cost (10), small houses for owner
occupation (9). There is also a fair support (five votes each) for Properties suitable for
elderly and Housing Association for rent/or shared ownership.

5.10

The majority of respondents consider the new dwellings should be built on brownfield
sites (12), within current built up areas (11) and filling in gaps between existing homes
(8).

5.11

Most of the respondents consider that their current property is suitable for all those
who currently live there.

Local businesses
5.12

20% of respondents have a business in the parish and are working mostly from home,
most of them alone. There is almost no intend to expand the businesses in the parish.

5.13

Almost all respondents reported that they have an inadequate broadband speed,
poor and no phone reception.
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Local environment
5.14

Almost all respondents consider than the rural nature of the parish is very
important. The respondents like the peaceful character of the area and are
happy to live in the beautiful countryside.

5.15

80% of the respondents are satisfied with the Public and Green Spaces in Shipley
Parish.

5.16

The respondents expressed a desire for play areas, pitches (football and cricket),
community buses and more green space, hedges and trees. It was also suggested that
the Windmill should be reopened for public access.
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6 Other
People
6.1

Responses were received from 26 households in other or unknown areas, accounting
for 60 people (28 males and 32 females). Most of the responses were from people
between 41-70 years old (45%) and 35% are under 26 years old.

Housing
6.2

65% of the respondents live in detached houses (17 responses) and six people live
in semi-detached houses. 20 respondents identified themselves as owner-occupiers
with six living in privately rented accommodations.

Schools
6.3

When asked about schools, most households responding to the questionnaire with
school age children noted that they travelled to school outside of the area.

Facilities
6.4

Of the facilities listed on the questionnaire, most respondents said that they use
the pubs (24) and Buck Barn Garage/Co-Op Shop (22) – used by almost 90% of the
respondents.

Employment
6.5

81% of the people who responded to the survey, said that they don’t work or if they
are in employment, they are not working in the parish, in places such as London and
Horsham, although two respondents noted that they work from home.

Mobility issues
6.6

Concern was expressed in terms of:
•

Road safety (63% of respondents identified this as an issue)

•

High speed along A272

•

Congestion and access around McDonalds.
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6.7

Very few of the respondents said they use public transport, noting that it is not suitable
or available in the area.

Development
6.8

8 people agree that an approximate target of 96 households in the next 15 years is the
right level of development for the Parish, 8 respondents think there should be less
development, and 4 think more than 96 households should be built.

6.9

If the housing development is to take place, respondents suggested a need for family
homes for owner occupation (12), followed by low cost small homes (9), Housing
Association for rent/shared ownership (7) and Properties suitable for the elderly (7).

6.10

The majority of respondents consider the new dwellings should be built on brownfield
sites (26) and within current built up areas (12).

6.11

Almost all respondents consider that their current property is suitable for all those who
currently live there.

Local businesses
6.12

Six respondents have a business in the parish, most of them at home. 4 respondents
expressed an intend to grow and expand their businesses inside the parish. The size
of these businesses varies, both in terms of premises and staff employment. Most staff
travel to work by car.

6.13

Half of the respondents reported that they have an inadequate broadband speed
and all have issues with the phone reception.

Local environment
6.14

Almost all respondents consider than the rural nature of the parish is very
important. The respondents like the peaceful character of the area and are
happy to live in their community.

6.15

76% of the respondents are satisfied with the Public and Green Spaces in Shipley
Parish and the rest are neither satisfied nor dissatisfied.
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6.16

The respondents expressed a desire for new cycle routes (4) and improved footpaths
(2). It was also suggested that the Windmill should be reopened for public access.
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7 Summary
Key information and headline issues
7.1

The demographic profile of respondents varies, including the young and elderly,
parents and children.

7.2

Most of the respondents are living in privately owned detached houses.

7.3

Pubs and the Buck Barn Garage/Co-op Shop are the most used facilities.

7.4

Most of the respondents work outside of the Parish, commuting to London and
Horsham.

7.5

There is a unanimous concern regarding road safety due to high speeds (especially
along the A272) and a significant concern regarding visibility and potholes.

7.6

More than 80% of the respondents do not use Public transport: it is not available in
some areas, and, where it is, is considered unsuitable for local needs – in terms of
accessibility, routes, times and price.

7.7

Around half (52%) of all respondents accept the quantum of new housing for the parish
over the next 15 years (96 dwellings), with family homes for owner occupation and
low cost small houses for owner occupation identified as the most needed types of
new homes.

7.8

Brownfield sites, within the built-up area are the preferred location for new
development,

7.9

58% of the respondents that have a business operate it in the Parish (usually from
home) and the intent to expand is divided as: Yes: 21 and No: 32.

7.10

Mobile phone reception and broadband speeds are considered key issues for a
large majority of the population.

7.11

The rural nature of the parish is considered to be very important and a large
majority is satisfied with the public and green spaces.
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7.12

Many respondents are keen to see more community activities and playgrounds, and
suggest that the Windmill is reopened for public access. New village shops and
improved highway, footpath and bridleway maintenance are identified as areas
for investment.

Suggestions for the Neighbourhood Plan
7.13

Based on the interpretation of all results (detailed in the appendices), a set of
suggestions that address the key issues and advise locally-specific policies for the
emerging Neighbourhood Plan have been prepared and are listed below:
•

The Neighbourhood Plan should include policies that direct growth to previously
developed land within the existing settlement boundaries, more specifically on
brownfield sites within the built-up area and filling in gaps between existing
houses.

•

The Neighbourhood Plan should include policies that promote a mix of housing
with an emphasis on affordable homes, catering for families and smaller
households, balancing housing needs with the rural character.

•

Traffic calming measures are a main priority and should go hand-in-hand with
improved public transport provision, allowing for safe, active, non-motorised
mobility that provides access to local facilities. The Plan could include policies
associated with new development as well as a set of identified projects where
monies payable through the Community Infrastructure Levy might be directed
towards.

•

Communication infrastructure is important for the local population and critical for
local businesses. In order to encourage and support the local economy, suitable
phone reception and high-speed broadband need to be implemented.

•

The Plan should include policies that seek to preserve the rural character of the
area.
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Totals

Housing Association
Owned
Privately Rented

Property Types
Detached
Semi-detached
Terraced
Bungalow
Flat
Mobile Home

Ownership

3
8
2

12
5
1
3
0
0

0
0
0
1
3
4
3
4

0-5
6 - 10
11 - 18
19 - 25
26 - 40
41 - 55
56 - 70
70+

Average no. of people referred per
response

M

Age (years)

22

0
0
2
1
1
5
7
6

F

DRAGONS
GREEN

NUMBER OF RESPONSES

1.85

37

0
0
2
2
4
9
10
10

TOTAL

20

0
36
4

28
18
2
4
2
0

49

2
3
4
4
7
13
14
2

M

84

2
8
14
8
10
15
17
10

F

COOLHAM

2.42

133

4
11
18
12
17
28
31
12

TOTAL

55

0
46
3

23
4
0
4
1
17

45

0
0
1
2
3
5
21
13

M

55

2
1
1
5
2
9
19
16

F

BROOKS
GREEN

2.04

100

2
1
2
7
5
14
40
29

TOTAL

49

0
20
6

17
6
1
2
0
0

28

2
3
4
2
2
6
5
4

M

32

3
1
5
1
4
10
6
2

F

OTHER

2.31

60

5
4
9
3
6
16
11
6

TOTAL

26
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1
62
19

41
21
3
14
3
0

87

3
2
4
5
13
13
22
25

M

111

3
2
6
7
17
20
34
22

F

SHIPLEY

2.41

198

6
4
10
12
30
33
56
47

TOTAL

82

4
172
34

121
54
7
27
6
17

224

7
8
13
14
28
41
65
48

M

TOTAL

304

10
12
28
22
34
59
83
56

F

2.28

528

17
20
41
36
62
100
148
104

TOTAL

232
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0
3
3
1
12
12
3
6
1
0

Local Facilities
None
Coolham Village Hall
Andrew Hall, Shipley
Coolham Garage
Any of the three Pubs
Buck Barn Garage/Co-Op Shop
Powells
Gas/Oil
Coolham Recreation Ground
Shipley Football Ground

Other

0
1

DRAGONS
GREEN

Schools
Listed
Other

NUMBER OF RESPONSES
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20

3
23
10
19
45
38
20
15
20
0

8
9

COOLHAM

55

9

3
13
6
3
48
41
7
15
4
2

1
2

BROOKS
GREEN
49

2

0
3
7
6
24
22
7
9
3
1

2
6

OTHER

26

15

6
15
42
9
77
56
21
26
5
1

3
9

SHIPLEY

82

26

12
57
68
38
206
169
58
71
33
4

14
27

TOTAL

232

9

SPEED (especially
along A272),
overgrown hedges
and verges at road
junctions, low
visibility, lack of
crossings, no
footpaths, parking

Footpaths along main
road,
bus stop signs,
crossings, 40mph
limit, traffic calming,
better segregation of
uses, repairs on

Yes

Concerns:

Suggestions:

Public Transport
usage
Never 20
Rarely 0
Often 0
Concerns
regarding Road
Safety

DRAGONS GREEN

Traffic calming
measures, 30mph
speed limit
enforcement, signage
- 22
Speed cameras - 12
More police presence
-9

SPEED (especially
along A272),
low visibility, issues
with school access

33

37
13
4

COOLHAM

Traffic Calming
Police Presence
Road repairs

SPEED(especially
along A272), low
visibility, potholes

24

31
11
7

BROOKS GREEN

Appendix 2 – Community Survey Results: Mobility

Traffic Calming

SPEED
Congestion
Access around
McDonalds

12

23
3
0

OTHER

Traffic Calming
Signage - 7
Cut hedges - 6
Street repairs - 5
Police presence - 2
Speed cameras - 2

SPEED
Congestion
Poor driving
around school - 10
Cyclists riding
abreast - 4
Potholes - 4

34

75
3
4

SHIPLEY

TRAFFIC CALMING
Cut the grass
Road repairs
Cycle Paths
Speed cameras
Signange
Police presence

SPEED
Low visibility
caused by hedges
Poor driving

112

186
30
15

TOTAL: WHOLE
PARISH
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No concerns

9

potholes, cutting the
grass
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9

Road bumps - 8
Better pedestrian
crossings - 7
School drop offs
areas - 3
Cycle Paths - 3
Cut grass - 3

13

7

21
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Yes
No

Delivery problems

Good
Poor
No reception

Phone reception

Yes
No

Adequate broadband speed

Do you operate your
business in the parish
Yes
No
Location:

2
1

2
2
2

1
5

4
5
HOME
Dragons Green
Road
At the end of the
garden

DRAGONS GREEN

3
10

3
13
4

8
7

14
8
HOME

COOLHAM

3
4

0
16
4

1
13

9
11
HOME

BROOKS GREEN

0
5

0
9
1

5
5

6
4
HOME

Appendix 3 – Community Survey Results: Businesses
OTHER

6
12

3
20
8

6
24

21
11
HOME
Knepp Estate
Longborn
Floodgates
Hill House Farm
New Barn Farm
Pond Farm
Hooklands Lane
Billingshurst,
Coolham

SHIPLEY

14
32

8
60
19

21
54

54
39

TOTAL: WHOLE
PARISH
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How many staff

How many sqm do you
occupy

Yes
No

Do you own your premises?

Yes
No

Do you rent premises in
the parish?

None x 3
2

30

2
2

3
3

DRAGONS GREEN
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1-2
12
45
55

5

180
1500
13700
80937
250000

12
2

2
13

BROOKS GREEN

2x4
1x8

7, 10
84
600
1000 - 1200

8
3

4
10

COOLHAM

26
49

3x2
12

100
600 - 2
12949900

3
5

2
6

OTHER

4-5
25

None x 7
1-2 x 8

8-9
20
60 - 2
100 - 2
200
650
800
5300
120000
240000
10440900

14
11

10
14

SHIPLEY

39
23

21
46

TOTAL: WHOLE
PARISH

Inside
Outside
Is there anything else
important?

3
2

Electricity supply
Drainage
Water Supply
Need for improved
commercial
facilities

Electricity supply
Poor internet and
mobile reception

COOLHAM

1
1

5
9

1
4

Inside or Outside the Parish

0
0
2

0
0
1

Bicycle
Train
Walk
Intend to expand your
business
Yes
No

0
5

0
1

Bus
Car

How do they travel to work

DRAGONS GREEN

Road access

4
1

3
6

3
0
2

0
5

BROOKS GREEN

4
1

4
1

1
0
0

0
5

OTHER

8
4

8
12

1
0
3

0
8

SHIPLEY

20
9

21
32

0
24
5
0
8

TOTAL: WHOLE
PARISH
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Donations for community
projects

How important to you is
the rural nature of the
parish?
Very important
Important
Not Important
Don't Know

Windmill - open to
public
Community green
Community activities
Park
Sport Facilities
Reduce noise and
speed
Childrens Play Areas
Cricket Pitch
Community Bus
A monument or
sculpture at Coolham
reflecting the airfield
More green space,
hedges and trees

17
0
0
1

DRAGONS GREEN

Village shop
supporting local
produce providers - 8
Playground - 6
More community
activities - 6
Footpaths - 7
Bridleways - 4
Solar panels, better
parking for schools,
care home - 1

42
11
0
0

COOLHAM

Outdoor Swimming
Pool/Pond - 3
Children Playground 3

38
10
0
1

BROOKS GREEN

Windmill - 3
Cycle routes - 4
Community Fairs - 1
Footpaths - 2

24
2
0
0

OTHER

Appendix 4 – Community Survey Results: Local Environment
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Places to socialise - 12
Green Park /
Playground - 6
Village Shop/Market 6
Windmill - open to
public - 5
Wildlife Conservation 2

71
8
0
3

SHIPLEY

192
31
0
5

TOTAL: WHOLE
PARISH

Nominated Local Green
Spaces

Satisfied
Not Satisfied
Neither satisfied nor
dissatisfied

Level of satisfaction

Walks
Open Spaces
RURAL CHARACTER
Facilities
Playing fields
The community

What do you like about
Shipley Parish

Coolham Airfield - 7
Coolham Playing
Fields - 5
Coolham Recreation
Ground - 2
Knepp Castle - 2
Parish Church,
Water Meadow
south of the church,
Public access to the
windmill, more
green verges - 1

12

2

Dragons Green
Cycle Routes
Horse riding
Every wood and
field in the area
Park next to the
Scout Hut or the
overflow car park
Football Pitches
Cricket ground

35
3

0
2
33
5
3
11

12
1

0
2
17

Public Green Spaces
- North eastern
corner of
Lackenhurst Lane 2

16

33
0

0
3
68
0
0
1

Coolham Recreation
Ground
Dragons Green
Football Ground

6

20
0

0
0
26
0
1
7

Coolham Airfield - 2
Windmill - 4
Green spaces near
the church - 7
Coolham Recreation
Ground - 2

11

69
2

5
0
79
5
0
29

169
6
47

5
7
223
10
4
48
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About Us
Troy Planning + Design is a professional
planning consultancy specialising in all
aspects of strategic and community
planning, working on a wide range of
public and private sector planning,
development, and design related
assignments across the UK and the USA.
See more on our website:
troyplanning.com
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Appendix C: Community
drop-in events
This appendix includes:
•

Poster advertising the drop-in events in 2017.

•

Summary report of the drop-in events.
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SHIPLEY PARISH NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT EVENTS

THURSDAY 23rd NOVEMBER
7.30pm - 9.30pm
COOLHAM VILLAGE HALL
***
SATURDAY 25th NOVEMBER
10.30am - 12.30pm
ANDREW HALL, SHIPLEY
REFRESHMENTS
Children’s Activities
AND LOTS OF

INFORMATION!

Come and see the progress
of YOUR plan

SHIPLEY NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT EVENTS REPORT

Report Date:
Author:
DATE OF
EVENTS:

11th December 2017
Nicky Wiltshire- Chair, Shipley NHP Steering Committee
Thursday 23rd November – 19:30 – 21:30 – Coolham Village Hall
Saturday 25th November – 10:30 – 12:30 – Andrew Hall, Shipley

Objectives and content of event:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To provide general information on Neighbourhood Planning and the Steering Group
To provide an overview of progress to date
To outline issues raised at the community event held in September 2016
To feedback survey results (community and school surveys)
To outline the key issues identified
To gain feedback on our Vision and Objectives
To advise of next steps

Event Outcomes:
•
•
•
•
•

Across the 2 events, over 50 people from the community attended.
The main conversational themes expressed at the Coolham event were around traffic safety and
road maintenance.
The main conversational themes expressed at the Andrew Hall event were more related to
housing and development concerns.
A key issue raised at both events was lack of sufficient broadband and telephone coverage.
All attendees were happy with the Vision and Objectives for the Plan.

General Comments:
➢ Broadband improvement – fibre optic please
➢ Broadband is awful
➢ More community events – fireworks, barn dance, summer fete, stool ball
➢ Community communications plan – advise people what’s available e.g. Community transport
➢ Broadband – provide ALL homes in parish with fibre optic broadband – use funding from major
housing development perhaps.
➢ School one-way systems
➢ Litter – I pick up litter in countryman lane and Smithers Hill (as far as school lane) twice weekly. If
others did the same in other parts of parish we would all benefit.
➢ Working closely with adjoining parishes where development is existing / ongoing / being planned,
when it will affect the parish
➢ Make use of social media to advertise events and activities in local area
➢ Happy with what’s been covered
➢ Traffic and transport – atrocious road maintenance
➢ Reduce speed of traffic at Coolham crossroads
➢ Introduce better traffic calming measures – speed bumps, priority lanes, A272
➢ Improve Broadband speed

NHP Community Event Report – Nov 17

Photo gallery

NHP Community Event Report – Nov 17

NHP Community Event Report – Nov 17
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Appendix D: Regulation 14
This appendix includes:
•

Formal notice of the Regulation 14 consultation.

•

Poster advertising drop-in events.

•

Summary report of Regulation 14 consultation responses.
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Neighbourhood Planning Regulation 14 Public Consultation
Shipley Neighbourhood Plan
In accordance with Regulation 14 of the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012 (as
amended), Shipley Parish Council is undertaking a public consultation and would like to invite comments
from organisations and individuals on its Pre-Submission Neighbourhood Design Statement.

The public consultation runs from Monday 2nd September 2019 until Sunday 13th October 2019.
Proposed Shipley Neighbourhood Plan
Following our earlier public consultation in November 2017, Shipley Parish Council has produced a
Neighbourhood Development Plan that covers the whole of the parish of Shipley and we would like your
comments on it. The Plan contains a vision for Shipley along with sets of themes, policies and objectives.
The policies within the plan seek to protect the character of Shipley, with policies guiding new
development as well as protection policies relating to the green environment, built heritage and
community facilities.
Following this consultation, the Plan will be amended and then submitted to Horsham District Council, as
required, for further consultation at Regulation 16 as part of independent examination. All
representations will be received by the council to forward onto the Independent Examiner for their
consideration. The Plan, if successful at examination, will then proceed to a local referendum. If the Plan
receives a majority vote the District Council will adopt the Plan, which will then become part of the
statutory development plan – the Local Plan – for the Horsham District. Any planning applications
submitted within the parish boundary will be determined in accordance with this Plan

Aim of this consultation
This consultation seeks your views on the content of the proposed Shipley Neighbourhood Plan.
You can view the Plan and supporting documents here: www.shipleyparishcouncil.org.uk

Availability of Documents
Deposit Locations
Hard copies of the consultation documents are also available for inspection at the following locations:
The Andrew Hall
Coolham Village Hall
Hard copies can also be viewed by contacting Paul Richards on 07481 803124 or via email
shipleyparishclerk@gmail.com
In addition, The Parish Council will be holding public drop-in sessions on
Saturday 7th September 2019 at Coolham Village Hall – 10:30 – 12:30
Thursday 3rd October 2019 at Andrew Hall, Shipley – 18:00 – 20:00

How to Comment
The Parish Council welcomes your comments. Comments should be submitted preferably via the
feedback form (which can be located via www.shipleyparishcouncil.org.uk under the “Neighbourhood
Plan Documents” section), and returned via email to shipleyparishclerk@gmail.com or via post to:
The Parish Clerk, Dawtreys, Bracken Lane, Storrington, RH20 3HR
The deadline for comments is midnight on Sunday 13th October 2019.

A summary of all comments made will be publicly available. Please note that any other personal
information provided will be confidential and processed in line with the Data Protection Act 1998 and
General Data Protection Regulations. The Parish Council will process your details in relation to this
preparation of this document only.
As part of the Consultation and in line with the new General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR)
please confirm that you are happy for the Parish Council to pass on your contact details (name,
address/email address) onto Horsham District Council (HDC) so that they can contact you at
Regulation 16 consultation.

SHIPLEY PARISH
NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
2019– 2031

SUMMARY OF REGULATION 14
CONSULTATION RESPONSES

Shipley Neighbourhood Plan: Reg 14 Consultation
2019-2031

1. Introduction
1.1  

This document presents a summary of responses made to Shipley Parish Council
through the formal Regulation 14 consultation period. This consultation was
undertaken in accordance with the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations
2101 (as amended).

1.2  

The consultation period ran from Monday 2nd September 2019 through to Monday
21st October 2019.

1.3  

During this period the draft plan and all associated documents were available to view
at the Parish website (www.shipleyparishcouncil.org.uk). Hard copy versions of the
documents were also available to view at The Andrew Hall and Coolham Village Hall.
Copies could also be viewed by contacting the Parish Clerk.

1.4  

The Parish arranged two public drop-in sessions, held on:
Saturday 7th September 2019 at Coolham Village Hall, 10:30 – 12:30
Thursday 3rd October 2019 at the Andrew Hall, Shipley, 18:00 – 20:00

1.5  

Statutory consultees were contacted and invited to respond to the draft version of
the Plan. Horsham District Council provided contact details for all relevant
consultees.

1.6  

A feedback form was provided for all to complete and return. This could be returned
by email or in hard copy of the Parish Clerk.

1.7  

A total of fourteen responses were received, representing a mix of local residents,
statutory consultees and those responding on behalf of the development industry.
Key messages are summarised in the next section of this report.
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2. Messages
Residents
2.1  

Consultation responses were received from four residents.

2.2  

One response suggested that some minor outward extension of the villages and
hamlets might be appropriate and that inclusion of the Pevsner quote in the Plan is
irrelevant. The Parish view is that the draft Plan responds to clear messages from
earlier consultation and that the policies for growth and development reflect those.
The Pevsner quote is provided to give a flavour of the identity and character of the
Parish. This is reflected in another response which signaled strong support for the
objectives within the Plan, the approach to design and location of development, the
need to improve public transport provision and broadband. Another noted the need
for traffic restrictions and speed measures, with traffic on the country lanes being
dangerous. The Parish is conscious of the need to improve access, safety and
broadband connectivity, and includes aspirations in the Plan for these through a mix
of projects and policies. Other comments pointed out some minor typographical
errors, which have been updated accordingly.

Landowners
2.3  

A response was made on behalf of the Knepp Castle Estate. This expresses support
for the Neighbouhrood Plan but suggests that it could better recognise the role of the
Estate in championing conservation and the environment, as well as being a local
employer and provider of local employment space. The Parish has amended and
updated the Neighbourhood Plan to reflect this.

Parish Councils
2.4  

Consultation responses were received from two neighbouring parishes: Ashington
Parish Council and West Chiltington Parish Council. Neither Parish had any specific
comments to make on the Plan, though West Chiltington registered their support for
it.

Statutory Consultees
2.5  

Consultation responses were received from five of the statutory consultees. These
are summarised below:

2.6  

Horsham

District

Council:

The

District

Council

acknowledges

that

the

Neighbourhood Plan has engaged with the relevant stakeholders to produce a
Neighbourood Plan supported by robust evidence.
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2.7  

The drafting of the Neighbourhood Plan was subject to an earlier informal healthcheck by the District Council and the comments made were reflected in the draft Plan
subject to the Regulation 14 consultation.

2.8  

The District considers that the Neighbourhood Plan meets the Basic Conditions and
will contribute positively towards sustainable development and improving the quality
of the environment.

2.9  

The Parish considers this to reflect strong support for the Neighbouhrood Plan.

2.10   West Sussex County Council: The County suggests that a further criteria is added
to Policy Ship HD1 to direct development away from areas at high risk from flooding.
The Parish does not think this is necessary to add as it repeats national guidance.
This is noted in the response from the Environment Agency (below).
2.11   The County expresses support for projects in the Neighbourhood Plan (Project Ship
ECA) which seek to improve ‘off-road access’, though noting that standards for design
need to be acceptable to the County Council. It also notes that the quality of some
routes is undermined as they are severed by existing roads, and that improvements
to these would further enhance the quality and attractiveness of the routes. The
Parish welcomes this and has updated the Neighbourhood Plan accordingly
2.12   Environment Agency: No detailed comments were provided in response to the Plan,
beyond a recognition that the draft Neighbourhood Plan conforms with the aims of
the NPPF and policies in the Horsham District Planning Framework in respect of
flooding and flood risk. It is thus inferred that this represents support for the Planmaking process.
2.13   Natural England: No comments were provided in response to the Plan. It is thus
inferred that this represents support for the Plan-making process.
2.14   Southern Water: This response suggests that the Local Green Space policy should
be amended to allow for works necessary to specific utility infrastructure needs and
where no other feasible alternative sites are available for these works.
2.15   The Local Green Space designations in the Plan have been subject to assessment and
the Parish believes they are suitable for designation as such, satisfying the criteria for
designation in the NPPF. Southern Water has not specified why these spaces might
be necessary for works. As such, the Parish do not propose any changes to the Plan,
though acknowledge that the Examiner may recommend minor modifications.

Development Industry
2.16   Two responses were received from the development industry.
2.17   Gladman suggests that Policy Ship HD1 should be amended to allow for the growth
and development of Southwater, which is outside the Parish (and thus
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Neighbouhrood Plan) boundary, but where any expansion might take place within
the Parish boundary.
2.18   The Parish is of the view that the Neighbourhood Plan is in conformity with the
Horsham District Planning Framework, and this is confirmed by Horsham District
through their response to this consultation. This Neighbourhood Plan is not seeking
to allocate land for housing and it is clear in Planning Practice Guidance that
Neighbourhood Plans do not need to do this. This Neighbourhood Plan will be
subject to monitoring and review. If at a later date, through a review of the Horsham
District Planning Framework, the strategic objectives and direction of growth should
change, then the Neighbourhood Plan will be updated and reviewed accordingly.
2.19   Gladman also suggest that within Policy Ship HD2 the aim to deliver the maximum
viable amount of affordable housing on development sites should be removed as it
conflicts with policy in the Horsham District Planning Framework. The Parish does
not agree: rather, the policy is clear in recognising that if the maximum amount of
affordable housing is not viable, then flexibility exists, but that the start point should
be the maximum. As noted above, the draft Neighbourhood Plan has been subject
to a health check by Horsham District Council and responses by the District indicate
they believe that the Neighbourood Plan satisfies the Basic Conditions.
2.20   Wates: This response claims that the Neighbourhood Plan fails the Basic Conditions
because it does not allocate land for housing. The Parish is of the view that this is an
incorrect interpretation of the Basic Conditions. Planning Practice Guidance1 makes
it clear that “the neighbourhood planning body does not have to make specific provision
for housing, or seek to allocate sites… Housing requirement figures for neighbourhood
areas are not binding as neighbourhood planning groups are not required to plan for
housing”. It is not the purpose of this Neighbourhood Plan to allocate sites for
development, rather it establishes design guidance and other policies with which new
development should respond to. Indeed, the Horsham District Planning Framework
makes clear that there is no housing requirement for Shipley Parish to meet, with all
settlements being ‘unclassified’ in the Framework. As such, there is no need to
allocate sites in the Neighbourhood Plan.

1

  Planning  Practice  Guidance,  Housing,  para  104,  dated  09.05/2019  
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Appendix 1: Response
Form
A copy of the response form prepared for completion during the Regulation 14
Consultation exercise is included overleaf.

SHIPLEY PARISH Neighbourhood Plan
REGULATION 14 CONSULTATION RESPONSE FORM
This is a formal consultation on the Pre-Submission Shipley Neighbourhood Plan in accordance with
Regulation 14 Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012.

This consultation runs from 2nd September until midnight on 13th October 2019.

All responses to this consultation must be received in writing prior to the end of the consultation
period. Comments and the name of the person that submitted the comment, will be published
exactly as written when the plan is submitted to Horsham District Council under Regulation 15 of the
Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012.
Anonymous responses will not be accepted nor will any responses that are considered to contain
inappropriate language, defamation or are deemed to be offensive. If your comment is not
accepted, we will notify you, as long as contact details have been provided and your consent has
been given. Please note that fields marked with a * are required. Failure to provide required
information may result in your response not being considered.
To help us, please fill in your name and address and note any suggestions/comments you may have.
Please submit this form by Sunday 13th October 2019.

Name (*):
Address (*):

Email:
Telephone:
Company address (if
applicable):
Do you live in the parish?

YES/NO (delete as appropriate)

Do you work in the parish?

YES/NO (delete as appropriate)

Are you a statutory
consultee?

YES/NO (delete as appropriate)

Consent
We need to store your personal information in order to receive your comments. Please confirm
whether you agree to the following by ticking the relevant box. Please note that we will be unable to
consider your response if you do not consent to the * below.
☐ I consent to Shipley Parish Council and Troy Planning & Design (the Parish Council’s Planning
Consultants) storing my personal data. *
☐ I consent to my name being published alongside my comments in the Consultation Statement, as
required by Regulation 15 of the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012. *

The tick boxes below are optional and relate to us being able to contact you in future with regard to
the Neighbourhood Plan. Please confirm whether you consent to the following:
☐ I consent to be contacted with regard to my response by Shipley Parish Council and/or Troy
Planning & Design.

General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) – protecting your data

A summary of all comments will be made publicly available. Please note that any other personal
information provided will be confidential and processed in line with the Data Protection Act 1998 and
General Data Protection Regulations. The Parish Council will process your details in relation to the
preparation of this document only.
As part of the consultation and in line with the new General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR)
please confirm that you are happy for the Parish Council to pass on your contact details (name,
address, email address) onto Horsham District Council (HDC) so that they can contact you at
Regulation 16 consultation if required.
☐ I consent to the Parish Council passing my contact details (Name, address, email address) to HDC
so that I can be contacted by them regarding Regulation 16 Consultation. *
Comments
Please use the table on the following page to provide your comments on the Regulation 14
Neighbourhood Plan Documents.
All documents subject to consultation are available to view from www.shipleyparishcouncil.org.uk.
Hard copies can also be viewed by contacting Paul Richards on 07481 803124 or via email
shipleyparishclerk@gmail.com
Comments should be submitted via email to shipleyparishclerk@gmail.com or via post to:
The Parish Clerk, Dawtreys, Bracken Lane, Storrington, RH20 3HR by midnight on 13th October
2019.

Your comments will be read and considered carefully and may result in modifications to the draft
Plan before it is submitted to the Horsham District Council for Independent Examination. Thank you
for your feedback.

Plan page
no.

Policy (state if
known)

Comments

Would you vote for this plan at a referendum? Yes/ No. If No, please state why.

Shipley Parish Council

Neighbourhood Plan for Shipley Parish, 2019-2031
Summary of Regulation 14 Consultation Responses:
November 2019

Shipley Parish Council
Dawtreys,
Bracken Lane,
Storrington,
RH20 3HR
T: 07481 803124
E: shipleyparishclerk@gmail.com
W: www.shipleyparishcouncil.org.uk

Shipley Parish Council

Neighbourhood Plan for Shipley Parish, 2019-2031
Consultation Statement:
December 2019

Shipley Parish Council
Dawtreys,
Bracken Lane,
Storrington,
RH20 3HR
T: 07481 803124
E: shipleyparishclerk@gmail.com
W: www.shipleyparishcouncil.org.uk

